
 
 
 
 
Introducing MedImpact Your New Prescription Drug Plan:  
MedImpact is an independent, trend-focused pharmacy benefit manager that helps promote the 
prescribing of lower cost, medically appropriate drugs with fulfillment at the most appropriate 
participating pharmacy while providing competitive pricing, good value and high-quality service. Once 
enrolled, you will receive two pieces of communication through the mail. A welcome kit will be sent 
first, followed by the ID card.  

The dedicated customer service number for MedImpact is 1-844-401-1903. For live assistance 
during MedImpact’s open enrollment (10/15/17-12/31/17), please provide the customer service 
representative with the appropriate Guest ID which is based on the “Plan” you are asking 
questions on.  Guest IDs are noted below.   

Plan Name  MedImpact Guest ID 

Plan 4   VPCPLAN4 

Plan 7   VPCPLAN7  

 

To help with the exploration of the drug formulary, drug costs and pharmacy locations, MedImpact will 
have a customized portal available to any VPC eligible member starting October 15, 2017: 
https://mp.medimpact.com/VPCBC.   
 

Current active prescription prior authorizations, step therapy, mail order scripts and claims 
history will be provided to MedImpact.  These members will not be required to obtain new prior 
authorizations or mail order scripts until they expire.  Prior authorizations and mail order scripts 
normally have an expiration date.  If you want to check your current prior authorizations in place or 
expiration of mail order scripts please contact Express Scripts or Anthem, depending on who provides 
your pharmacy coverage currently.  
 
Members that are taking a non-formulary drug based on the MedImpact formulary will receive a letter 
prior to 1/1/18 notifying them they can continue to take that drug until 3/31/2018 however, during 
this time the member will need to have the prescribing doctor send in a new prior authorization or 
prescribe an alternate drug that is on the formulary. 
 
Under MedImpact, diabetic members will receive a free glucometer if using a preferred brand, 
Freestyle or Precision, manufactured by Abbott.  Only the preferred brand test strips are 
covered – all others are excluded.  Members currently using Non Abbott diabetic products will 
be grandfathered until 3/31/18. 

 

https://mp.medimpact.com/VPCBC

